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“I met him during an
environmental initiative
campaign for a bottle bill,
like Oregon has. …Dick
shared with me his view
that it was important to
keep fighting for the right
thing even if the powers
that be are strongly
against it; a view that
really defined Dick Nelson.
Whether the beverage
industry, the nuclear
industry (WPPSS), tax foes
or the transportation
industry, Dick never
backed down from his
principled positions based
on facts. “

How to make state taxes fairer … June 20, 2015
We can use an old tax trick to improve housing
affordability … April 23, 2015
How income inequality is keeping state coffers
low … December 14, 2014
How the sales tax is failing Washington's schools
November 13, 2014
New city transportation head: Can he match the
city's goals with its resources? … August 14, 2014
Can Oregon teach us about tax reform?
February 5, 2014
You've got the wrong guy: PCC's misguided attack
on GMOs … October 20, 2013
Best of 2012: Business support for education: Just
big talk? … December 22, 2012
Adequately funding Washington education? Just
add taxes …November 25, 2012

McKenna, Inslee: deep in budget denial
October 17, 2012
Nine ways to fix Washington's tax mess
October 4, 2012
Olympia: Breaking up with a tax favor is so hard
to do … October 2, 2012
What's driving up the cost of our public schools
September 5, 2012
How D.C.'s budget cutting harms state taxpayers
August 2, 2012
Let's put a state income tax back on the table
July 12, 2012
Inslee, McKenna map paths to helping
businesses … June 28, 2012
Potholes forever: the state's transportationfunding impasse … June 17, 2012
Governor candidates need to fact-check their
own assumptions about revenue growth
May 24, 2012
Advice to budget writers: Cut the sustainability
rhetoric … March 10, 2012
How the 'Seattle Times' misread the state
budget … February 2, 2012
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“Dick was an
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LEAST COST PLANNING: A TOOL FOR METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION DECISION MAKING
by Dick Nelson and Don Shakow
Transportation Research Record, #1499, National Academy
of Sciences/Engineering, Washington, D.C., 1995
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new approach to transportation investment planning and a
prototype computer model. The model was developed to assist metropolitan
transportation planners and decision makers in meeting the new federal and state
planning requirements. Based on two decades of experience in electrical energy
planning, the model incorporates the principles of least cost planning and full cost
accounting. It attempts to promote an efficient search for investment and policy options
that enhance regional benefits, while reducing social costs.
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